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INTRODUCTION.

Due to the great quantity of material available on this

subject, I have left out the entire phase of nursery planting.
My subject also is limited to the eastern part of the United
States including the Rockies.

I am not going into a lengthy discussion of the technique

of planting trees, but to cover more or less the entire field
of planting.

There is little advantage in trying to cover

a lot of experimental plantings which include in a way the

plantings in the various regions but which are not practical.
It will be quite evident as I proceed in my discussion

that the age of the species used in the various regions is di

rectly proportional to the severity of the planting site.
I am first going to give a general description of the re

gions, climate, soil, rainfall, and any other advantageous or
disadvantageous factors.

You will readily see that in each case

the choice of species is based upon its ability to survive best
under adverse conditions and still be of the highest use value,

whether for protection, for lumber or for recreation.
Each region will be discussed separately.

This paper

is not original, but is a compiled group of facts obtained
from the following sources:
Forestry;

U.S.D.A. Bulletins;

Journal of

"Elements of Forestry" by Moon & Brown; and per

sonal letters received from technical men in the field of

forestry in the various regions.

There are many publications

which have the latest discoveries and practices, but due to

the present economic program they have not been printed.
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SOUTHSRN PINE REGION

The Southern Pine Region is one of our most important

regions for the growth of pine, because of the rapid
growth of timber due to the warm climate,

the ease of re

production, ease of logging and log transportation condi
tions, and the fact that 40 to 50J& of the area is unsuited

to any other purpose but the production of timber.
Some of the general characteristics of this region
are its flat or rolling topography and its warm, humid
climate, combined with a sandy soil, which is largely re

sponsible for the slow growth of the pine.
The length of the growing season is equalled only by
that of California.

Practically all the land in this for

est region is in the hands of large private owners, while
in other regions there is

at least partial state or fed

eral control.

The forests are being rapidly cut off, and because
of fires, practice of broadcast brush burning, heavy

turpentining, and light burning practice, many areas have
become barren,
to erosion.

sandy wastes, which are rapidly giving way

In order to secure reproduction it is neces

sary to eliminate entirely the practice of broadcast burn
ing;

to protect the area from grazing, especially of hogs,

for at least ten years;

to eliminate light burning;

and

to leave scattered seed trees to supply the seed for natur
al reproduction.
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Today,

since much of the area is denuded,

necessary to rely on hand planting

it is

methods to bring the

land once more into a productive state.

The large timber

holding concerns are now realizing the value of growing
crops to supply their needs for timber in the future;
and they have launched a determined effort to re-stock

not only their pwn areas but to help and encourage the
small woodlot owner to do likewise.

These large timber

holding companies figure that it will be to their benefit

in the future, for as their own lands are logged off they

will be able to buy stumpage from adjacent areas at a very
reasonable figure.
Bell Lumber Company:

Here is a statement made by the Long"Having reserves of virgin timber

to supply our plants far into the future, we further aim,

by careful logging, reforestation of cut-over areas, plant
ing if necessary, and aggressive forest protection, to

keep all our forest land areas fully stocked with growing
timber to sustain a permanent lumber manufacturing enter
prise. "

These various timber companies have been experiment
ing with various planting species and planting methods on

different sites for some time, and have finally come to a
fairly satisfactory practical solution of their problem.
They have found that the native trees are the most suit

able for planting purposes, for they can forecast with
reasonable accuracy the/ results which they will obtain.
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The native species planted depends entirely on the site.

If the waste tract is swamp we would jise cypress or one
of the gums, although very slow growers;

while on the

lower areas, in farmers' woodlots, hardwoods such as

Cottonwood (Populus deltoides), Yellow poplar (Liodendron tulipifera), Red oak (Quercus rubra), Black walnut

(Juglans nigra) and White ash (Fraximus americana). Other
species of hardwood are grown there, but grow too slowly

to be of any great importance in planting commercial species.
Of the pines which are commercially grown the Longleaf

(Pinus palustris), Shortleaf (Pinus echinata), Slash pine
(Pinus caribaea) and Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) are rec
ognized as the best, and each has its particular site in
which it is known to grow best.
Longleaf pine grows best on sandy, gravelly soil
where drainage is good.

Loblolly pine for moist bottoms

and swamp margins, as well as upon land where the soil is

worn out and poor.

Shortleaf pine for uplands throughout

the south, and Cuban pine (Pinus caribaea) for poorly

drained flats (crawfish swamps), also swamp margins.
The spacing of a species is very important, and one
should try to space as many trees on an acre as will thrive

to injure maximum height growth;

also this will yield the

best quality of timber.

In planting the woodlot, 1 to 2 year old seedlings
are used,

and are obtained either from State Forest nurs-
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eries or from a group of timber owners who cooperate and
maintain their own nurseries.

Formerly the 1-1 stock was

used, but due to extra expense in transplanting, space

necessary for transplanting

and shipping expense, they

are gradually abandoning the 1-1 stock in favor of the
smaller 1-0 and 2-0 stock.

Since the climate is mild and

humid these small plants give an average survival of 8b%

to 90$, depending on the care given in handling seedlings
from the time they are dug from the nursery until they are
finally planted.

Upon arrival of the stock the roots are

examined to see if they have been kept moist and fresh.

The roots in each bundle are then wet with a thick mud,
care being taken that none of the small rootlets are

scarred in handling,

and that a stream of water is never

poured directly on them; they are then heeled in until
ready for use.

The present furrow planting practice is to plow those
areas which are particularly adapted to cultivation, which

not only facilitates and insures a clenn space for planting
but also provides good fire protection for the first two
or three years.

The practice of planting two species so as to have a

tolerant suppressed understory which comes into vigorous
growth as soon as the dominant species is removed has the
advantage of providing an even utilization of the soil

nutrients and keeping the soil protected from natural
destructive agencies.
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This/actually practiced by the srall land owners, but
the large private holder cannot see his way clear to

intensive forestry practice, and plants only the species
which is test adapted to the site.

The "slit" method of planting is practiced as stand

ard, the hold being made with a "dibble" which has a wedge-

shaped steel blade nine inches long, 3i inches wide and 7/8

inch thick at the top, tapering to a thin edge.

At the top

of the blade a step projects to facilitate forcing the blade
into the ground.

The handle is made of 7/8 inch round iron.

This instrument is used for making the holt, closing it and
tamping it.

A spade or mattock is also used to advantage.

Experienced planters working in pairs can plant 2000
to 2,800 seedlings per day.

January is the test time to

plant in most parts of the south.

The plants are dormant

only a short time then, and plenty of mild rain assures

immediate response to the first warm days of spring.

Plants

should never be put in after March first if a good survival
is expected, because of the dryness after that time.
Protection is now the tig factor.

Determined watch

fulness must be maintained to control all fires; stock

should be grazed only moderately after a period of five
years and hogs after ten years.

.As a rule insects do not

attack young pine, tut in case they do a government ento

mologist should te consulted.

Any degree of weeding or

—
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thinning will depend upon the wishes of the owner.

APPALACHIAN REGION

The Appalachian region, just north of the Southern
Pine region, consists of two long and rugged mountain

systems surrounded and penetrated by well populated plat
eaus and valleys.

The mountains are mostly forest land,

and are adapted by climate and soil for the growth of
commercial forest products in a variety unequalled out

side the tropics.

After many years of logging the orig

inal supply of timber for this region is nearing its end.

Its replacement has been hindered by repeated cullings
which removed most of the useable timber and left that

which was poorest.

Fifty-nine per cent of the total land

area is in forest, and only 3% of this area is in National
forests;

95% is privately owned.

In the mountains we

find the large-scale private owners, while in the valleys
and on the plateaus we find the smaller woodlot owners.
The forest problem, therefore, is one of privately owned
tracts, large and small.
The elevation of the regions varies from 1006 feet

to 6000 feet, and the average rainfall varies from 30
inches to 42 inches.

The soil is sandy clay, and the

growing season is moderately long.
Since the area has such a variety of species, both
conifers and hardwoods, when the area was logged the valSCH00L OF FORESTRY
OREGON STATE COLLEGE
C0RVALLIS, OREGON
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uable species were taken off first, and the ones of less
value have taken their place.

In many instances the spe

cies which were considered inferior when the area was cut

over the first time, have later come into their own,

and

the region has again been cut over.

At present there is little private planting being
done and statistics on this have not yet been compiled.
The work done by the Forest Service in the region must

therefore be taken as a guide.

Of the total acreage in

National Forests 1"?.% is in need of some planting program.
The main species planted are Norway spruce (Picea excelsa)

Red Spruce (Picea rubra), Ash (Fraxinus americana), White
pine ( Pinus strobus) and Yellow poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera).

There is a tendency to mix the species, the

reason being that-it will lessen the danger of attacks by
insects and fungi which are common to this region, and will
also lessen the fire danger.
The age of the planting species varies from 2-1, 2-2

stock, with a present tendency to plant 3-0 root-pruned
stock.

The method of planting is not standardized, but

the slit method is most commonly used.

The spacing varies

for the various species, ranging from 5'6'

to 8'8'.

The

percentage of survival varies, depending much upon the

seasonal rains, from 65$ to 80$;

about $9.84 per thousand.

the cost of planting is

This cost Ts figured from the
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planting of 1400 acres during the 1931 seasons.

The sea

son for planting varies, both fall and spring planting
giving good results.

THE NORTH EAST REGION.

North of the Appalachian region lies a large area

known as the North East Region.

This includes the states

of New York, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Maine and New Hampshire.
Practically all of this region was covered with ice during

the glacial era, and as a consequence the soil, topography
and drainage ar§ decidedly irregular.

Vast outwash plains

of nearly pure sand may alternate with heavier clay,

ially in New York and Maine.
very rugged.

espec

The topography as a rule is

Due to all these factors we find a wide vari

ation in types of forest in this region.

The annual pre

cipitation varies from 20 inches to 50 inches, and the ele
vation varies from 200 feet to 6000 feet,
at from 1000 feet

the bulk being

to 2000 feet.

In the higher elevations we find the coniferous

types, which include red, white and black spruce, red and
white pine,

balsam fir, hemlock, tamarack, white cedar,

with a smattering of hardwood;

but in the lower elevations,

on the gentle slopes where the soil is deeper and the site
is less severe, we find principally hardwoods, which in-
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clude Hard maple (Acer saccharum), Yellow and Paper birch

(Betula lute«, papyri fe ra),"'Beech (Fagus atropunicea),
Aspen (Populus tremuloides), in possession of the burns.
There are few National Forests in this region, and

in recent years the states have taken upon themselves the

task of buying up and planting denuded areas, thus creating
state-owned forests.

The outstanding facts that point to

a future for this area are first; *hat the center of popu

lation is only a few miles west of its margin, with splendid
markets and transportation already developed;

a«d- second,

with so vast an area suited to timber production better

than to agriculture we can readily see that intensive for

estry can be practiced.

For these reasons we see the states

of the Northeast taking the lead today in buying up aban
doned farm areas and putting them under intensive manage

ment plans whereby they can assure themselves of a contin
uous supply of timber for the future,

for protection, for

grazing and for recreation, all of which are becoming more
and more important, particularly recreaton.
In the Northeast

Region five acres of farm land are

abandoned for each acre planted 1 .a«4 under present prac
tices and favorable circumstances it costs from ten to

twenty dollars per acre to plant.

New York has put on a

program whereby in the next fifteen years it will attempt
to recover 7,187,000 acres of farm land which have been
abandoned in the last fifty years.

The forest planting
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practiced at present is insignificant as compared to the
job ahead.

There are 4,000,000 acres of sub-marginal farm land

in New York.

The state's appropriation of ')20,000,000 to

be spent between 1929 and 1944 allows for state purchase
of this land in parcels of not less than 500 acres and in

communities where the areas may be expanded.

The state is

divided into five districts with a district forester ap
pointed as the head of each district.

A fire warden is

appointed, and during the fire hazard season a fire patrol
is employed.

A system of fire alarms is also built by

plowing six furrows with a large breaker plow pulled by a
tractor along all roads running through each area, and in

other parts of the interior where it seems necessary.

Fire-line costs average $22.00 per mile.
Where White pine is planted, precautionary measures

are taken to prevent infection by White pine blister rust,

^ibes are eradicated at approximately fifty cents per
acre.

This is all land which was once farmed.

The land

is rolling and between elevations of 1500-2500 feet. Soils
are loams,

some being stonier than others.

Ninety-five per cent of the stock now planted is

coniferous, composed of White pine (Pinus strobus), Norway
and Scotch pine (Pinus resinosa, sylvestris), and Norway
and White spruce (Picea abies, glauca);

one per cent is

hardwood, three and four year old transplant.

Planting

stock is used, although 2-3 year old seedlings are cheaper.
OREGON SI Alt 1>u\.Lluu

CORVALUS, OREGON
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The tendency is toward wider spacing and early pruning.

The ordinary grub hoe is the standard planting tool

used, trees being planted by the slit method, with or with
out removal of the top sod depending on the size of the
planting stock and the vegetation upon the ground.

The

average number of trees planted per day when the sod is
removed is 2,000.

Several sizes of planting stock are

used, of different species, ranging from 2-4 year seed
lings, and transplants ranging from 2-1 stock to 2-2 stock,

being best suited for general planting.
It is now recommended that 2-0 year seedlings with
root pruning could be grown which would be suitable.

The

average cost of planting for 6,500,000 trees, with the

grub hoe, hand planting method, varies from $4.17 to $7.59
per thousand;

an average cost of £5.91 per thousand on

brushy areas, etc.

In planting seedling stock it is neces

sary to remove the sod to allow the best planting bed possi
ble, one that will be free from vegetable competition until
growth is well established.

A new planting machine has been invented by Mr. H.R.

Walling, of the Champion Sheet Metal Company, Cortland, N.Y.
The Champion Simplex Reforesting machine plants a single
row, and is operated by two men and a-team of horses.

The

Champion Duplex Reforesting machine plants two rows at a

time, requires three men"ana' is tractor drawn.

The method

of planting is practically the same in either type.
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The plow in these macMnes is narrow and sharp

pointed and has a horizontal shoe at the base, so as the
machine is drawn forward this plow cuts a vertical slit in

the ground with a horizontal cut at the bottom.

The object

is to make the ground on both sides of the vertical slit
fall back tight about the stem and the roots of the plant
after the plow has passed.

Simplex planting speed is 1200 per hour.

speed is 2500 per hour.

The Duplex

The average cost with Simplex,

including all expenses, is $3.13 per thousand.

age cost with Duplex is $2.40 per thousand.

The aver

The three-

year old transplants are best adapted for planting, with
an Q0% survival of 75,000 trees in spite of dry seasons.
The machine will work on steep slopes, rough ground

and areas with scattered brush.

This machine, by reducing

planting costs has become a great incentive to increased
planting activities.

TIB LAKE STATE REGIONS.

A thousand miles west of the Northeast Region lies

an area whose origin is similar to that of the Northeast

Region.

It is comprised of three states -- Minnesota,

Wisconsin and Michigan.

The 20,000,000 acres of land,

denuded by repeated logging and burning, are suited to

no other purpose but the growing of trees.

This area

is one-third of the total area of the three states.

Up
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to 1926 only 33 per cent of the area had been reforested.

The climate, topography and soil vary locally, but
as a whole are comparatively uniform.

The rainfall of the

region varies from 25 to 35 inches a year.

The snow fall

is considerably heavier in the farther north, varying from

44 inches to 117 inches, and the temperature of the region
often falls as low as 30 degrees below zero.
The forest belt consists of three zones -- the spruce-

fir forest of the north;

the Maple-basswood-hemlock and

the Norway pine-jack pine forests of the central zone; and

the White pine-oak-maple forests of the southern zone.

The

greater part of the region is covered with glacial deposits
which form an array of hills, valleys, plains, ridges,
swamps and lakes which are characteristic of the region.

The differences in the soil, which range from droughty
dune, beach and outwash sands, to old lake beds, muck and

peat of the swamps, form the underlying differences in the

forest growth, and are of equal importance in forest plant
ing.

The species principally planted are Norway pine, 60#,

White pine 25/2, Jack pine 7$t Scotch pine 5%, Norway and
White spruce 1%, and all other species \%%

Seventy per

cent of the planting so far has been done on sandy soil
which has been repeatedly burned and of which erosion has
taken its toll.
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The basis of planting technique is a thorough know

ledge of the species, understanding of the size and age
of the trees to be planted and of the best methods of
planting, how to space between the trees, number of trees

to the acre, and what species should be planted together.
In selecting a species we must consider planting site,

use to which the wood will be put, the rate of growth,

value of the wood products, susceptibility to damage by
insects, disease and othercauses.

Here may be mentioned

the types of soil and the trees which are recommended to
be planted thereon:

1. Dry, sandy land, with Norway and Jack pines.
2. Better sandy, moist soils, Norway pine, Nor
thern white pine, White spruce and Sed Oak,

(Quercus borealis).
The original species should be planted back if possible.
The planting season may be either spring or fall, for

large quantities have been planted in both seasons with
excellent results.

The size and age of planting stock of

Norway pine 2-0 and 2-1 stock is recommended for brushy

sites.

For Northern White pine 2-1 transplants or 3-0

seedlings are recommended;

while for White spruce 2-1

and 2-2 transplants are suggested.

For Jack pine (pinus

banksiana) and White ash, one year seedlings, and for
Cottonwood one year rooted cuttings are found the most
satisfactory.
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We can see here that there is a tendency to plant

small, young stock even though the site may be con
sidered unfavorable.

The reason is that young stock is

more easily adapted to new conditions of planting site,

is cheaper to raise or buy, is planted more quickly and
more cheaply since unskilled labor is used with good

success, and finally, a larger return can be expected
from the investment.

Different hole, slit and furrow methods of plant
ing, and combinations of all of them, have been tried in
an effort to establish plantations at a minimum cost

without sacrificing survival or favorable development of
the trees.

All have given satisfactory results when

practiced by reasonably competent crews under good super

vision.

The hole method is adapted to all species and

all sites,

since the mattock and grub hoe can be used on

both rocky situations and sandy areas.
in the furrow method i-t can be combined with the

hole or slit method,

tho iurrow eliminating the time spent

in clearing away the sod.

In the direct furrow method the

roots are spread out in the bottom of the furrow while the

stem is held against the side of the furrow.

Loose soil

is then pulled over the roots an& firmed by hand or foot,

and a layer of loose soil is added on top by plowing
another furrow against it.

Where it can be applied it is

quick, cheap, and easily practised by unskilled labor.
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In the slit method a planting bar, spade or mattock
is used.

The planting bar consists of a steel wedge eight

inches by twelve inches long, three inches by four inches
wide, and three-eighths of an inch thick at the top, on
a galvanized iron bar with or without a grip handle, and

with a step attachment.

The bar is driven vertically into

the soil with a single stroke to the depth required, pushed

forward to an angle of forty-five degrees, slipped slightly
downward to get a new hold at the bottom of the hole, and
finally brought back to a nearly perpendicular position.

This forms a rectangular hole into which the roots of the
tree are lowered.

The roots are shaken out,

and the slit

is closed by another thrust of the bar hehind the plant.
The planter then closes this last hole, to prevent excess
ive drying near the roots, by a thrust of his heel as he
steps forward.
The method has been criticized because

the roots are

all placed in the same plane , but investigation shows
that the roots grow out evenly in all directions in the

sand soon after planting.
better than to heavy,

It is adapted to loose soil

sticky soils.

It is also better

adapted to small stock than to larger stock with bushy
roots.

It is a cheap and a fast method of planting.

Growth and survival of the trees should be weighed

with the cost in the choice of a planting method.

Slit
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planting is the least expenaive. Plowing the furrows adds
little to the cost because it is largely compensated by
the reduction in the time for actual planting.

The hole

methods are slower and much more expensive, and are just

ified only in extremely bushy or rough sites.

The trees

should be planted in furrows wherever plowing is possible.

By the slit method a man will plant 1000 to 2000

trees per day, and the cost will be from $4.00 to $4.50
per thousand.

By the slit furrow method a man will plant

1500 to 2000 trees per day at a cost of $2.50 to $3.00 per
thousand trees.

By the dug hole method a man will plant

400 to 600 trees per day at a cost of $8.00 to $11.00 per
thousand trees.

Six by six spacing can be recommended for

most species planted.

The percent of survival ranges from

80# to 95% depending upon the method of planting used and
the favorableness of the season.

The cost of planting stock 1-0 Jack pine is from $.75

to $1.00 per thousand trees. For Norway pine 2-0 the cost
is $1.50 to $2.50 per thousand trees;

for White spruce 2-1

or 2-2 the cost is $3.50 to $10.00 per thousand trees and

for Northern white pine 2-1 or 2-0 the cost is $3.50 to

$10.00 per thousand trees. Thus we can readily see that
seedling stook is much cheaper than the transplanted older
stock.

The age of merchantability for Norway pine is sixty

to eighty years and the yield is from ten thousand to
twentv-five thousand board feet per acre.

The age of
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merchantability for Northern white pine is sixty to eighty
years and the yield is ten thousand to twenty-five thou
sand board feet per acre.

White spruce is merchantable

at fifty to seventy years and yields twenty to forty cords
per acre.

Jack pine is merchantable at thirty-five to

fifty years and yields twenty to thirty-five cords per acre.
For this region we have the most complete set of prac
tical information obtainable and it is based on actual

experience and field data.

NORTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT.

AgSin we go 1,000 miles west of the Lake States
Region a$& find a forest region which occupies the moun
tain slopes above 5,000 feet to timber line at 9,000 feet
to 11,000 feet.

steep.

The topography is uniformly rugged and

The precipitation varies from 12 inches to 20

inches per year, and the climate may be classified as se
vere, giving a short growing season for tree growth.

The

greater portion of the forested area has been set aside

by the government for National Forests, and the private
timber holdings are somewhat small in extent and have
little effect on the national timber supply.

The forest is largely composed of Ponderosa pine

(Pinus ponderosa), Lodgepole pine, and small quantities
of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga taxifolia), Engelman spruce
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(Picea engelmanni) and White pine (Pinus monticolae).
There are vast areas of pure Lodgepole pine;

above the

timber line the forest is of a broken nature, and at high
elevations are found open parks.

Owing to the large number and size of the burns in
this region planting must be resorted to if certain areas
are to be restocked.

The northerly climate, the low rain

fall, the high altitudes and the short growing season all
combine to make the season's growth a short one, and the
rotation ranges from 80 years to 120 years.

In this region there have been no recent changes in

planting technique.
monly used.

The slit method is the one most com

The species which are being recommended for

planting, depending on the site, are White pine, Ponderosa

pine and Engelman spruce.
cipally;

Transplant stock is used prin

1-2 and sometimes 2-2.

Very little seedling-

stock is used at present owing to the better survival of
the larger stock on severe sites.

The planting is divided about equally between spring
and fall.

Spring planting is somewhat favored, but there

are administrative reasons for an equal amount of planting

being done in the fall.

Many of the sites are not acces

sible in the spring when planting spruce and White pine

on the high north slopes.

So the work is divided about

equally between the two seasons; since either season is
short at best, a-nd- the work can be handled more efficiently
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in this manner.

The average cost is approximately $8.00

per acre using the standard spacing -- 3'x3' (680 trees
to the acre.)
There have been many large experiments carried on,
but no definite reports have been collected.

SOUTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAIN FOREST.

This region occupies the southern portion of the con
tinental divide, with its associated high plateaus and
range s..

There is no distinct line of demarcation between this

region and the Northern Rocky Mountain Forest, but they are

separated because of the preponderance of Pond^sa pine,
which comprises about 90^ of all the merchantable timber
in the Southern Rocky Mountain Region.

The region is characterized by relatively high ele
vations, broad desert plateaus between mountain ranges,

hot, dry climate and rainfall exceedingly low (from 5 to
20 inches per annum).

The principal industry of the region is grazing, with
the lumber industry on the increase.

Most of the forested

areas are in the National Forest, as is the case in all

Western areas.

The government is paying ^special atten

tion to stream protection, and to the permanent upkeep of
the sheep and cattle ranges, as vrell as to the timber pro

duction.

SCHOOL C

OREGON STATE COLLEGE
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Characteristics of the forest are:

practically

no forest growth below the elevation of 5,000 feet;

exceedingly slow growth;

dominance of Yoiiow pine;

difficulty of reproduction;

and the fact that the prin

cipal forest growth is limited to the higher elevations
and northerly aspects.

The bulk of the merchantable species of Yellow pine
is found between elevations of 6,000 to 8,500 feet, yield
ing 3000 to 5000 board feet per acre.

Trees average 18

inches in diameter and 70 feet in height.
Due to the hot, dry summers and the comparatively low
rainfall,

reproduction in this region is exceedingly dif

ficult, and it takes a rotation of 160 to 200 years to pro
duce a saw log of merchantable size.

For this reason this

forest region will never be as important in the sense of

being a large producing center and a source of the nation's
timber supply as some of the others.

It will be important

locally because of its close association with the grazing,
mining and agriculture of the region.

For the last fifteen years there has been very little
planting, because there are other regions in which growth

is more rapid and the planting of trees much more profitable.

This region, therefore, has done little in developing new
methods; and new ideas on the subject come principally from
the other regions, where much planting work is being done.

In this region approximately 25,000 trees per year are being

planted, and this is largely experimental, and is being
done on many areas by the regularly employed Forest Per
sonnel.

Planting small areas brings the cost per acre to

a very high figure, averaging from seven to fifteen dol
lars'.

In this work quality of planting rather than quan

tity is stressed.
on various

The goal is the making of observations

sites which will enable

the

service

to

state

definitely which areas can be planted with expectation of
success, and which will not pay for planting.

The question of species must be settled by an examina

tion of the area, determining the species which are natural
to that locality, conditions of soil, site, exposure, etc.

Exotic species have not proven desirable in this region.

The question of age varies with the species and locality,
and can be determined accurately by experimental plantings.

The following are recommended on the basis of planting and
cost:

Ponderosa pine 2-1;

spruce 3-1;

Limber pine (Pinus flexilis) 2-1;

pine (Pinus aristata) 2-1.
true to

Douglas fir 3-0;

Engelman

Brittlecone

The age of these species holds

the fact that on the more severe sites better re

sults are obtained by planting larger stock.

The stocking

is approximately seven hundred to the acre.

The two methods of planting used are the "slit" method,
in which the dirt is forced aside and forced together again
about the roots of the tree;

and the "dug hole" method,

which makes a hole by removing the soil, which is replaced

by hand around the roots of the tree.
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The dug hole is used in heavy soils or dry locations

where the soil has a tendency to bake and conditions are
more severe.

The slit method is used in most places where

conditions warrant, because greater speed is accomplished
in planting.

In either planting method the planter car

ries his own canvas planting bag, digs his own holes, and
plants the trees.

The average number planted per day per

man is 500 to 600 transplants with the deep hole method;
with the slit method a thousand per day can be planted.
Planting seasons ordinarily begin the early part of

April, depending upon the elevation of the areas to be
planted and upon weather conditions.

April and May furnish

the moisture to ca,rry the trees through the usual dry June

days before the midsummer rains'f

therefore., planting should

ordinarily be done only in the months of April and May.

The

per cent of survival varies from 60$ to 80$, depending on
the species.

It is the practice to consider an area sup

porting 250 trees per acre as being fully stocked.

It is

also accepted in this region that an area supporting 100
trees or more per acre does not need planting.
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CONCLUSION.

Throughout all the literature which I have consulted
tfrere has been recorded a tendency to plant only those re

gions which are most suitable for the growing of trees.
The species recommended for planting was in all cases

that which grew naturally in the region rather than an
imported one.

There is little planting being done at present by

private concerns, owing to economic conditions.
wherever the region will warrant there is a tendency
to consider in the planting of seedlings:
1. Expense of growing
2. Freight charges

3. Handling facilities

4. Planting speed per day per man.

The comparison is based on the percentage of sur
vival for every dollar expended.

The age class planted is directly proportional to
the severity of the planting site.

The planting period is as a rule indirectly propor
tional to the length of the growing season.

The longer

the growing season the shorter the planting period, as for
instance in the south the period of dormancy is approxi

mately one month -- January, while in the Northern Rockies
the growing period is short and the planting period is from
four to five months, depending on physical conditions such
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as snow, frozen ground, inaccessibility, etc.

The planting

cost also varies with the severity of the planting site.
There are two new developments in tree planting.

One

is3the plowed furrow method described in the chapter on the
Lake State Region, and the other is the Champion Tree Planter.
The latter is discussed in the article on the North East

Region.

These two methods are both fast and economical, but

their use is very limited.

A number of the states (Pennsylvania and New York)
are now buying up denuded land and creating state forests.

The public is gradually coming to recognize the necessity

of growing its own forests.
Forestry as a business.

Private capital is still evading

Much literature has been gathered

for publication, but owing to the new economic program it
has not been published.
Out of the new Forest Conservation program may come

aid to the many areas in the east which need reforesting.
Even now it is conceded that private forestry is gradually

giving way under the present economic order, an-i that many
areas will of necessity become State or National Forests.
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CODEADDRESS "FORESTRY"

P.O.BOX

3 3 19

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

AGKHTLTUHE AX1) FORESTRY
TERRITORY OF HAWAII
1*28 KIXG STREET

Honolulu, T.H.

March 6, 1933

Mr. Herman Dill,
215 N. 26 St.,
Corvallis, Oregon.
Dear Sir:

I had hoped to give you the information requested in your letter
of December 1, 1932, sooner, but have been so busily engaged in writing re
ports and with field yrork that I have been unable to give your request an
attention until now.
And even now, I feel that I cannot give adequately
all of the information you want, but here goes.
He have practically nothing
new in print which I can send to you but I am enclosing copies of some special
information which may work in with what you want.

As you perhaps already know |we cannot use the bare rQQt methodjgf outplanting here because of our drying Kinds and sua. All planting is wit;
ball of earth around the roots and this naturally brings up the.,.expense.

I

Lack^figures of any value on costs and regret that I cannot send them to you.

As ror suc"ces"3 of planting, however, I think that Hawaii stand:- <Auite high and
on this subject I refer you to pages 44-46 and page 63 of the enclosed Biennial
Report for 1929 and 1930.

This lists the species used and these are quite numerous because we have
planting sites from sea level to 6,000 feet elevation and rainfall from 20^55—"

over 240 inches per year.
Practically all of our plants are under 1 year of
age having been transplanted once in the nursery from flats when they are about
three months old to other flats or to individual tins which are discarded at

the pineapple canneries and are available free of charge.

Ji£J23£3JLiteough^^
the showers make the,£oil.moist
enough and growth.of the plaits is continuous in,.these.. IsLaads.
We are lately using more flats for our transplants rather than tins because

less soil in this manner has to be carried into the fi^ld^nd,_£Qs£s-.are. thus
jcheapeiied.

This Division planted 320,253 trees on government lands in forest

reserves in 1931 and 348,002 in 1932.

This constitutes about one third of

the total planting throughout the Territory.

If there is any other specific information you desire, please write to
me again.
QTM

Very truly yours,

OREGON STA1

ORVALLIS,
DIVISION OF FORESTRY

Territorial Forester

^if

CODE ADDRESS "FORESTRY

P.O.BOX

3319

T E R R I T O R Y OF HAWAII
BOARD

OF COMMISSION ERS

O F AGR IC U LTU R E

AND

FORESTRY

HONOLULU

Septesiber

Tree Planting Polioy
c:e €&rt*right
Chairman, Committee on Planting Fell
Honolulu, T, H,
Dear Sirs

In response to the request Bade of ae at the seeting of the
Otssaltfcee cm free Planting Policy, held in Mr. Itlce's office this
aoraing, I have the honor to mbait the following eoaeiSttts on the
proposed report of the Gonad,t tea dated September 18, 1352|

1. Page 2 of Cennlttee's'report, paragraph 5. Concan^rata watershed

j&st ^itteg "aaia m Jka tnwi3 *&L& Mia &izsa&tx a»ffoj»dar,(tiebor) value*, using more valuable tia'.er trees then Silk Oak and

free planting ea governs©;
sinple operation that it say seem offhand. It is t
great nany ooraplex condition* which «or»t be studied
haneony and of nam obstacles which aast e overeem

results are to be obtained. Per proof that the appr
attng in the paiit have been well spent and the tr
forest reserves has been a success, please see *3acc
as set forth on pages 44-4$ of the printed biennial
of Ferestry for the calendar jeeys 10t» and 1830.

Some of the conditions shieh govern the choice
reserve plantings are as follows!
1. availability of seed as to eost
it Germinating power of seed and «
i-rcLiness of transplants in outj
4* Ability »f transplant to take he
put on satisfactory growth
5. Value of species prlaarl'
for timber.

0. al&Hty of species to repro-

out in

in

of free Plan tic
of She Division

iveet

»r -md seoondj

Some of the cone:

meervea are

i

s

anting opi

auiTo-..-..

EeJUovsi

1. Availability of

it nursery in

Lme thea

are needed.

2. Pr

:>il saoisture condlti

. time o

r,ing.

5. Av.

4. Aeces£

of the plan..

All

ove ec

ui bus;,

successful results in tree plan-;

^sonised i f we are to have

; reaac-.

Lew cost.

Frets our experience the STf.K das t ^
met thdae requirements remarkably well. I
ve we 'men a la
-gc-,';,.
.rem locally and At ver
test so that
we a

to raise-it in abundance

&ree stands strew

yjjMia and drought remarkably well, produces a .mulch of leaves ahich add

^l«ww* to the soil and <»**•»* «f ilgr ftffriaaaHt1;fltt* grows on almost any ait<

which i veil drained, throws a liah^ aaejf «»>«»»> «^ irr4'tr -1"** »irTTf UTT*
win gfmtnitt
'1 *mrm <r
yp-^--^
toush h
w».iim t M

produce i a

* « j i <« esanu

rnr memr r

rraciioaJ^ all of the flats new in use at the -'.iakibi 1
k oak wood.

In

Lnion i t woul-

are n.

•f

i seen to fin

stitute tree which would hold up to

5 above specifications.

!?KIfI ASH seed Is awsc
;uantit.y in t
le spring almost
ever:; ./ear fro® el.
. in fekiki falle
is readily bandied is ';
av.
a a woll-knosn high timber Viiue
/.rovn successful:
only ia situations bearing a rlca> moist soil
a waste of tins

la

set it- out in certain org sites where silk oak will thrive.

have t

-wen compelled to restrict the pi

We

-shite ash to

sites* suitable for i t .

PAP&eAff RUB jfes>i la available la

uentit

at

J

year frea local trees but It pref

times of Iha

Le growth and out

semeles have 'joen limited to

tec;

values xre set forth on pages 549-S5S in *?he Hawaiian Plant*

Seeord* J

S, (Vol. XXX, So. S) (&- an article oa *2xt

«es in

Eawall*
,ich he points out the value of the Paper ark
Tree
s production of Cajeput oi
rigs, of insulating
material -.ibout refrigerators and steam pipes fron t
, and the
production of a hare, close—grained wood alao t imperlsha le in the ground,

ing termites, sshich 1© excellent for fence posts, wt

Lies, ship

I5aas, work.}
fhia Division would be g]

m of greater

timber value than t

.0 the

many specifications outlined above end has been 1

—-—

toe proposition

hy experimenting with new species on the various
encountered.

In toe meantime it has been ©©spelled to use in quanta

these three species of trees which have mere or less met the exe
requirements involved in planting work.

Tha Division woulci like to use($orfolk Island pine)more
extensively.

It is an excellent dual purpose tree

.seed supy

Is closely limited and/cannot be imported (because of low viabilit
Experiments made en vai
em so far, and these experiments
mist necessarily cover a number of year
•emits, shew
the Brushbox and Turpentine trees are promising as dual purpose
trees since both have a high timber value. Lack of a cheep seed
prevented acre extensive use of these tee
ihus far and toe
Brushhox will not withstand sit

5re the wind is severe.

In accordance with the suggested reeomasmdatlom of

-

however, I will be glad to have these experiments carried further so

• i-

-antrate in our planting work on trees i
a greater tisber value.

U

FOOD PROL

Zhls Division vi

4* as suggested, to give greater attention

the planting on government lands la forest reserves of trees having a
food value, the
s -e planting could be devote
trees
is problematical because of toe following limitation

(/Jhc major!

itlag aites on government lands in forest

reserves are exposed, windswept ridges, often presenting a poor sell,
where only the sturdiest trees can be planted and be expected to grow.
Obviously, fruit trees are umsulted to such situations and it would be a
sheer waste of money to set out fruit trees there.)
The planting of trees like the bj^fitT*** *., n»agr> —^ V**TT< «—a Bust

be confined **> *•*«*» ••nnwiajH, fffflg «h*«h are *<3itV"ltlr mT1 Mil
Such sites are comparatively scarce on lands
disposal,
toe map c
-.ill show tost only at nalahole and at Hauula
ava
inland

and these are United to only a few acres.
:ien of our forest reserves, toe planting of coco

a waste of money.

Such planting must be

jo littoral

toe coconut tree will thrive bat there are no such sites in t

reserves with perhaps one exception, toe Ranasale P rest {tees
Earned!.

»e breadfruit tree is about toe »©v

feree to secure in

quantity for planting because, having no seeds, It mist he reproduced
vegetotlvely, sad to secure planting atook of sufficient sise from roots

and slips requires an expansive layout of capi
be held from one to two

plant out.

in toe nurser

as lean toe reason

eeanse the trees must

befo

e ready to

m standard, price of $5.00

for a young hre&dfruit tree. In addition to toli;, toe trees when re
must be carried to toe planting site in large containers m& toe.,- will

: cultivated until safely above toe surrounding vegetation.)
-

limited-

-•3ordanoe

i

oslre e

'-e

Cos;-

Division mould be glad to saake every effort to secure
serial as is avail*hie on all
There we operate
for toe purpose, wit'
a* as man, young
breadfruit trees aa

reserves*

an eva;

bes in forest

How many young breadfruit trees

difficult circumstances it is impossible to tell md It wounfair
to promise toe production of a fixed amount. The project, wit
consent, will be started at once, however, and eve:"t made for its
success. An offhand estimate, however, leads me
ieve that the
stock of young breadfruit tret
human! possi.ie to
produce will be in the hundreds rather than toe thousands.

As brought out in the committee me stag* thetplant,
trees in forest reserves! for food p

toe

jwhich almost invar

*eausc

ttacks toe inflorescence and prevents

fruiting. It is
ervation toat whene
.it, on
mango trees in forest reserves, which is rare, it either fall
fee

ground unused as food for humans and creates a breeding place
flies or is eaten unripe by children
During toe past calends
over 3,500 coconut trei
..ted experimental
toe Mol.

uit

sawholesome ressu
Lvision
nurseries. Of tl
aoc Farm and 723 were p.:.

Vsnawals reserve in Puna.
e more extensive pi
coconuts on private lane
a shore, it will
."4.S
Division to increase toe output from our uureerie
a will
necessarily- he a limit to the amount because of toe price of seed.

for 10,000 coconuts would cost $500,
beyond our present mean

Huts

Xtarge purchases like

I running expenses for toe

j<m of

Forestry, exclusive of antome'
ilowances amounting to $311*B7, for
August 1932, -scare nece^
as low as $416.41.
uld therefore be
out of toe question to spend any large sums for purchasing oooonuta for
planting. An attempt will he made to meet
ttsmtliu
itions
of rips cocohuwj from private groves in order to foster coconut tree

planting on private lands near toe shore.
trees could pro
situations.

y arrangement

An surclua stock of readfrult
mted on private lands in

le

5.

PLAUTIHG PROGRAM.

In the past, I
-ait that the Division of Forestry hue
felt its way rather than followed a definite, hidebound plan ir.
carrying out its tree pl&ntin
necessary fox
reasons, depends? •
i toe amount of appro
priate
>r near toe pi
, and toe

necessity of keeping on our payrolls men who

oen enp-

long term© of service, in

selection of spec

conce v

r planting as set f

ae

toe first pages of

tola letter.

I am now preparing a -forking plan for toe management of all
government
dvate lands under to
brol in all toe fore
reserve:* of toe Territory, which will show toe ear
, to date in toe

way of tree planting m& fencing expose
bmte along these two lines and in eradi..
animals*

It is my

ua to t

icrk to

one during toe next

I the work needed
.-tive wild
moat

ium ac<

asm toe

•on budget estimate, which is due in October, en toe needs
rought out by this plan, harmoniain
as
ion.
If. Is respectful!,, snggented
that toe Committee consider this fc

ian as a substitute

for the suggested planting program.
4.

INDISCRIalKATE I

(in all of c

eea of one certain

species are now planted together
o mixed planting is undertaken.
We do not yet know enou^i about the silviculh
-o^ul foments of toe
various species as to shade tolerance, root competition, etc. so as to
be able to undertake any mixed w"'
•imlnate* plar.

assurance of success*^
The above infemati
a suggest!.
. presenter not in an
spirit of protest but in toe friendly effort to present a clear picture
t complexities sum

In toe for;

reserves.

In c
HUM 1 e

j trait

enj

tienml

h

• lengthy letter, fi
eumm&rlse the alcove dascuseior:

Le apolegies are
following

toe effort to determine -apen and use, in watershed planting,
trees of greater secondary value than the silk oak, white ash, and
paperbark, which will meet as well toe ex

alrements of onr

planting sites and conditions of stock production, toe present

-

—

experiments of toe Division of Forestry with ether sore valu» le
speeles of trees should be continued..
2. The 1
sake every effort to prodibreadfruit trees in luantitp for planting on suitable sitea in :
reserves and on pri
awned lands, will make special effort; to
plant kukui nuts on all favor
tee in forest reserves, and increase
within its means toe production of young coconut trees for di
to private land owners who will plant toes in favor.
shore.

3. The forthnoming working plan of toe Hviaion
include a
planting program for toe next bienminm on which toe new budget estimate
will be based.

4.

The present policy of planting in pure stands i.e* on% species in

a block will be continued.

Very truly yours,

